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We study how the kinetic decoupling of dark matter within a minimal supersymmetric extension of the standard model, by adopting nine independent parameters (MSSM-9), could improve
our knowledge of the properties of the dark matter protohalos. We show that the most probable neutralino mass regions, which satisfy the relic density and the Higgs mass contraints, are
those with the lightest supersymmetric neutralino mass around 1 TeV and 3 TeV, corresponding to
Higgsino-like and Wino-like neutralino, respectively. The kinetic decoupling temperature in the
MSSM-9 scenario leads to a most probable protohalo mass in a range of Mph ∼ 10−12 –10−7 M .
The part of the region closer to ∼2 TeV gives also important contributions from the neutralinostau co-annihilation, reducing the effective annihilation rate in the early Universe. We also study
how the size of the smallest dark matter substructures correlates to experimental signatures, such
as the spin-dependent and spin-independent scattering cross sections, relevant for direct detection of dark matter. Improvements on the spin-independent sensitivity might reduce the most
probable range of the protohalo mass between ∼10−9 M and ∼10−7 M , while the expected
spin-dependent sensitivity provides weaker constraints. We show how the boost of the luminosity
due to dark matter annihilation increases, depending on the protohalo mass. In the Higgsino case,
the protohalo mass is lower than the canonical value often used in the literature (∼10−6 M ),
while hσ vi does not deviate from hσ vi ∼ 10−26 cm3 s−1 ; there is no significant enhancement of
the luminosity. On the contrary, in the Wino case, the protohalo mass is even lighter, and hσ vi
is two orders of magnitude larger; as its consequence, we see a substantial enhancement of the
luminosity.
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1. Introduction

2. Analysis
To study the MSSM parameter space we perform a Bayesian analysis. We assume gravity
mediated SUSY breaking and parameterize the MSSM with 10 fundamental parameters defined at
the unification scale of the gauge couplings as well as SM parameters, among which 9 of them we
allow to vary after requiring the correct electroweak symmetry breaking. We also assume unification and universality conditions for the squark masses, slepton masses and trilinear terms. The set
of 10 parameters is well described in Ref. [1].
To perform the analysis, we consider two different priors: standard log priors (S-log prior), which
takes a log prior for each parameter independently, and improved log priors (I-log prior), which
assumes a common origin for the soft-masses, as expected from SUSY breaking mechanisms. The
range of the parameters in our scan varies from 10 GeV to 106 GeV.
The experimental data considered in our analysis is described in Table 2 of Ref. [1], where we
include electroweak precision measurements [2], B-physics observables [3] , the Higgs mass [4],
and constraints on the WIMP-nucleon scattering cross-section by XENON-100 [5]. In addition, we
include the measured relic density according to Planck results [6] because we assume a scenario
with a single DM component which is produced thermally in the early Universe.1
For the numerical analysis we use SuperBayeS-v2.0, a publicly available package that include MultiNest [8] nested sampling algorithm, Softsusy [9] for the computation of the
mass spectrum, micrOmegas [10] for the computation of the relic density, DarkSusy [11] for
the computation of direct2 and indirect detection observable, SusyBSG [13] and Superiso [14]
for B-physics observable.
For the Wino-like and Higgsino-like LSP cases, the Sommerfeld enhancement of the primordial
1 In

our analysis, we assume that 100% of dark matter consists of the neutralino. If there is other dark matter
components, we need to regard the measurement of the dark matter density determined by Planck satellite as an upper
limit, and follow some scaling ansaz studied in, e.g., [7].
2 For the contribution of the light quarks to the nucleon form factors, concerning the spin-independent WIMPnucleon cross section, we have adopted the values fTu = 0.02698, fT d = 0.03906 and fT s = 0.36 [12], derived experimentally from measurements of the pion-nucleon sigma term.
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We do a forecast on the mass of the protohalos, Mph , within a supersymmetric scenario by
taking into account the latest data from all the relevant particle physics experiments as well as the
relic density constraints. We perform our analyses within a Bayesian framework, and obtain maps
of the probability densities of different regions of the parameter space. Recentely, authors found a
strong correlation between the kinetic decoupling temperature and the spin dependent (SD) cross
section of neutralinos off nucleons; on the contrary, a weaker correlation was found in the case of
the spin independet (SI) neutralino-nucleon cross section. In the most probable cases, we find that
Mph correlates with both SD and SI scattering cross sections. We show how future direct detection
experiments can play an important role in constraining the (most probable) minimal Mph down to
109 M . We also show the changes of the expected value of the boost of the luminosity due to the
annihilation of dark matter in those regions.
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and present day neutralino annihilation has been included, using DarkSE [15], which is a package for DarkSusy. We created a grid in the M2 –µ plane and performed interpolations to correct
the values of the relic density and the present day neutralino annihilation within SuperBayeS
interface.

3. The most probable regions and inplications for Direct and Indirect Detection
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Figure 1: The two dimensonal joint posterior probability density function for the temperature of kinetic decoupling, Tkd , versus the neutralino mass (left panel), and for the protohalo mass, Mph , versus the neutralino
mass (right panel). The region with higher probability density corresponds to a Higgsino DM candidate,
while in the second region the DM candidate is a Wino.

In Fig. 1 we show the two dimensional joint posterior PDF for the temperature of kinetic decoupling, Tkd , and for protohalo mass, Mph , against the neutralino mass. The contours represent
intervals at 68% and 95% credible regions. The two most probable regions are around ∼1 TeV and
∼3 TeV and correspond to Higgsino-like and Wino-like neutralino, respectively.

3.1 Implication for Direct Detection
Figure 2 shows points that reproduce the experimental constraint at 2 σ confidence level for
the minimal protohalo mass versus the tree level SD cross section plane. The right panel shows the
case where the lightest first or second generation of sfermions is at least nine times heavier that the
lightest neutralino, ∆(ml˜q̃ − mχ 0 ) > 0.8. The thin yellow line corresponds to ∼1 TeV Higgsino-like
1
neutralino, while the thin red line to ∼3 TeV Wino-like neutralino. In these two cases the Z-boson
mediates both scattering processes. The rest of the points correspond to the Bino-like neutralino
where, instead of a line, we get scattered points with 100 GeV . mχ 0 . 1 TeV.
1
Regarding σ pSD for the Bino-like region, the dominant process is mediated by the Z-boson.3 Besides
3 Squarks

are typically heavier than sleptons when parameterizing the model at gauge coupling unification scale.
Therefore, imposing the condition ∆(ml˜ − mχ 0 ) > 0.8 implies that squarks are typically much heavier than ten times the
1
mass of the lightest neutralino.

3
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The determination of the smallest mass of the DM protohalo for the most probable regions of
the MSSM is of great interest for the study of both direct and indirect detection of DM.
Both Higgs mass measurement and relic density constraint are the main responsible for the shift of
the preferred regions towards higher masses.
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Figure 3: Same as Fig.2 for the SI cross section, σ SI .

the dominant scattering processes for Tkd and σ pSD are different, there is an apparent correlation
between the two quantities for a fixed neutralino mass.
Central panel of Fig. 2 shows the case where the lightest slepton has a mass smaller than ∼10
times the lightest neutralino mass. As expected, the Wino-like and Bino-like regions spread to
larger protohalo masses.
4
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Figure 2: Points that reproduce all the experimental observables at 2σ confidence level in the SD cross
section σ pSD versus protohalo mass Mph plane. The neutralino mass is indicated with colors, as shown in the
color bar. The three panels separate the points in three groups: light squarks and sleptons (left panel), light
sleptons and decoupled squarks (central panel), and decoupled squarks and sleptons (right panel).
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3.2 Implications for Indirect detection
Another way to look for dark matter is through indirect detection methods, which consist to
detect, indirectly, the lightest supersymmetric particle through annihilation processes where SM
particles, including gamma-ray photons, are produced. Since the luminosity of each subhalo in the
host halo due to the dark matter annihilation processes depends on the volume integral of the subhalo density squared, smaller and denser substructures provide an enhancement of the luminosity.
We show the ratio of the luminosity over the reference one L̃ ≡ L/Lre f 4 , versus the DM mass, mχ 0 .
1
We also analyzed the change in the boost by varying the γ-parameter 5 in a range between 0.5 and
0.9, we only show the case γ = 0.8, and found that L̃ always got largely boosted by decreasing γ.

Figure 4: The mass of the lightest neutralino versus the boost factor, L̃ ≡ L/Lre f , for points that reproduce
all the experimental observables within 2σ confidence level. Left panel shows points which refer to a Binofraction (N11 ) larger than 0.8. Right panel shows point with a Bino-fraction smaller than 0.8
4 For

further details about the luminosity we address the reader to see Ref.[1] and references therein. For values of
the reference parameters, we adopt hσ viref = 3 × 10−26 cm3 s−1 , Mref = 10−6 M , and γ = 0.8.
5 γ is a phenomenological parameter describing the scaling behavior of the luminosity of each subhalo below the
resolution of a N-body simulation. For further details, see [1].
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Left panel of Fig. 2 shows the case where the lightest sleptons and squarks are smaller than ∼10
times the lightest neutralino. Here, squarks are light enough to give important contributions to the
scattering with the nucleus, spreading the points to larger values of σnSD .
Figure 3.1 shows points in the minimal protohalo mass versus tree level SI cross section plane.
The main contribution to the SI cross section comes from the Higgs exchange, requiring a nonnegligible Higgino and Wino/Bino coupling (since Higgs couplings through neutralinos are H H̃ B̃
and H H̃W̃ ). On the other hand, the total neutralino-SM scattering, and therefore Tkd and Mph ,
are dominated by SD interactions. A a consequence, right panel of Fig. 3.1 shows the correlation
between the Zχ10 χ10 and Hχ10 χ10 , for the Higgsino and Wino case. Central and left panels show the
effect of sleptons and squarks in the scattering processes.
Figures 2 and 3.1 show the expected sensitivity by Xenon1T and LZ assuming the neutralino mass
is ∼1 TeV. For a neutralino of ∼100 GeV, the expected sensitivity is around one order of magnitude
stronger.
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Figure 4 shows the boost factor, L̃ ≡ L/Lre f , for points that reproduce all the experimental
observables within 2σ confidence level. Right panel shows points which refer to a Higgisino-like
and Wino-like neutralinos, while the left panel shows points where the neutralino is mostly Binolike. Bino-like neutralinos have very small hσ vi in the limit of zero velocity. Co-annihilations,
which play a very important role in the efficient annihilation in the early Universe, are not present
anymore; this is the reason for which we have a very small boost of the luminosity.
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